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InnerG window measurement instructions
Location - This field is used to identify where the window is located. Place the physical location
of the window in this field – i.e. Bedroom, Dining Room, etc.
Color - The InnerG window moldings come in chocolate brown and white. Choose your color
from the list.
Sill Type - The windows come with two different types of sills, depending on the application.
There is no price difference between either choice. Magnetic sills have magnetic moldings on
the bottom, identical to the moldings on the other 3 sides of the window. Use this choice for
when the windows will be removed infrequently or never removed.
Pad sills come with a plastic handle and a padded foam underside that seals to the window sill.
Choose padded sills if the window is likely to be removed regularly.

Padded Sills

Magnetic Sills

Mounting – Describes how the window will be mounted. In-Jamb mounting is mounted
between the vertical Jambs of the window, inside the casing of the existing window. Flush
mounted windows fit around the window trim perimeter, “capping” the existing window. Flush
mounting is used when there is insufficient depth to mount the window inside the exiting
window casing (i.e. < 1 1/4”)

Attachment – Specify either L-Angle, or steel tape. L-angles are 7/8” x 3/4” in size and should
be used for most In-Jamb mountings. Use steel tape when flush mounting windows, since there
is no room to attach L-angles to the window casing.

L - Angles

Opening measurements – Measure the opening of the window casing. If windows are
consistent and square, you need to only specify height and width. Out of square windows need
to be measured more carefully and diagonal measurements should be checked for all windows.
Diagonal differences of greater than 5/8” indicate an out-of-square window, and you will need
to report all dimensions on the form. Our measurement sticks are a useful tool to accurately get
all of your measurements, particularly the hard to measure diagonals.

Measuring Sticks

Split – indicate whether this is to be a split window. If you wish a 2 piece window, report it here
as split, and provide the measurement from the window sill to the split point.

